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The Hidden Survivor
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food
industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment,
and food production.

The New Old Bar
Glen Carter had it all: a wife, a family, a thriving medical practice … until tragedy
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struck and the life he once adored was nothing more than a heartbreaking
memory. With few resources and little knowledge of how to survive without the
conveniences of modern life, he dissolves into the woods, where he finds
forgiveness and embraces life off the grid. Then, once again, his life is upended …
An impending solar storm threatens the earth, but governing bodies have opted to
keep that information close to the vest. But their attempts fail. The storm
devastates the electrical grids and leaves the world in chaos. That is, everyone
except Glen … for now. Keywords: EMP, emp survival, Post-Apocalyptic, EMP
Fiction, survival books free, dystopian, EMP Apocalyptic Survival Fiction, End of the
World Survival Fiction, SHTF Fiction, Post Apocalyptic Survival Fiction No Zombies,
End of the World Survival Fiction, Prepper Survival Fiction, EMP Apocalyptic
Survival Fiction, prepper fiction, post survival fiction

Fast Food Nation
Raina was just a girl when the plague came. She survived. Her parents didn't.
Neither did the world. As civilization fell, she took to the ruins of Los Angeles,
eating whatever she could catch. After two years alone, she's found and adopted
by a fisherman and his wife. Their makeshift family lives a quiet life--until a man
named Karslaw sails in from Catalina Island with an army of conquerors. Driven by
visions of empire, he executes Raina's new father as a traitor and takes her mother
captive. But Karslaw's people aren't the only ones vying for control of the ruined
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land. As violence wracks the city, Raina joins a rebellion against Karslaw's rule. She
will stop at nothing to free her mother--and to have her revenge.

Reapers
Dragons in space? A preposterous legend. But when star pilot Jael defies an
abusive ship’s master and rigs “the mountain route” through the hyperdimensional
Flux, the dragons indeed appear—and challenge her to duel. If she escapes, she
would be wise never to return. But the currents of the Flux are fickle, and when
fate steers her this way again, she finds Highwing the dragon under sentence of
death for the kindness he showed her. Only Jael can intervene—and so she must,
for the sake of one who risked his life to save hers. A genre-bending novel of the
Star Rigger Universe, from the Nebula-nominated author of Eternity’s End and The
Chaos Chronicles. Original print publication by Tor Books. Also available in Dragon
Space: A Star Rigger Omnibus. “Carver writes powerfully and clearly and has
produced a book that is likely to find an audience among hard SF readers.”
—Booklist “An interesting and entertaining blend of genres.” —Science Fiction
Chronicle “Carver's prose effectively lends a spare yet evocative resonance to the
draconian realm. Like a good stage performer, this story should leave its audience
wanting more.” —John Bunnell, Amazing Stories
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The Light of Life
The final book in the post-apocalyptic BREAKERS series.

Post-Imperium
Frey lives in a world where humans are fairy tales. A world where the powerful rule,
where her magic is broken. That life is a lie. When dark secrets unravel, she'll have
to risk everything to rise above a dangerous past.

Invasion
This is a powerful dramatisation of Daniel Keyes's perceptive and sad novel.
Charlie is a retarded adult who desperately wants to be able to read and write. He
undergoes a brain operation which increases his intelligence. Yet such an operation
begs many questions--can Charlie's emotional development keep pace with the
intellectual? How do the psychiatrists and psychologists view Charlie--as a man or
as the subject of an experiment like the mouse, Algernon? And the biggest
question of all--will the operation be successful?

Dragons in the Stars
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The Hive has survived their first fleet action against FinnTech. But in the process,
they've lost the Hive itself. With their manufacturing base in Finn's hands, it's only
a matter of time before they're outnumbered and destroyed. As Rada searches for
a path to victory, she stumbles on a horrifying secret: the aliens who've kept
humanity confined to the Solar System are about to make their move. To stand
against the coming threat, the Hive will have to bring FinnTech to the peace table.
If they fail to stop the fighting, no matter who wins the battle for the Solar System,
they'll lose the war for survival.

The Cutting Room
In the future, there are many parallel Earths—but only one of them has time travel.
Known as Primetime, its criminals break into the pasts of other worlds, far beyond
the reach of conventional police. Blake Din is the top agent of the Cutting Room,
the group tasked with stopping these trespassers. After a mission to undo the
murder of a young boy, he uncovers extensive damage to another world's
timeline—and a conspiracy that reaches all the way back to Primetime.

Open Minds (Mindjack: Kira Book One)
When the plague came, federal agent Ellie Colson fled into the Adirondacks with
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Dee, the daughter she barely knew. They began a new life as subsistence farmers,
isolated from the fall of the world. In the six years since, a small community has
arisen from the ashes. Dee is grown up. She's engaged to Quinn, a young man
from across the lake. And she's being hunted. Strangers are spying on the farms at
night. Dee's harassed by a spurned suitor. One of Quinn's dogs turns up dead.
Drawing on her old skills, Ellie launches an investigation of the locals. Turns out
Quinn's dad has made some bad decisions. Some enemies, too. The strangers
aren't after Dee--they're after Quinn. When he goes missing, Quinn's dad fears the
worst. But Ellie has a lead. She and Dee track the kidnappers into the postapocalyptic wilderness of New York--and into darker lands than Ellie could ever
imagine. ~ Reapers is the fourth book in the post-apocalyptic BREAKERS series.
The complete series to date includes Outcome, Breakers, Melt Down, Knifepoint,
and Reapers.

Darkest Days
The White Lich has conquered Mallon and smashed all resistance to him. Now, he
marches on the north. Within weeks, Narashtovik will fall to his armies. Gask will
follow.And after that, there can be no stopping him.Dante and Blays have a single
hope of victory: the Spear of Stars, the long-lost weapon that may be capable of
killing the lich. There's just one problem. Though they've learned the spear is real,
they've also learned the nine parts of the weapon are guarded by the gods
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themselves. And they have no intention of handing over their prize.Alone in a
strange realm, with no friends or allies, and a growing list of enemies, Dante and
Blays' task looks doomed. Yet they're the last line standing between the lich and
the destruction of their whole world.

Blackout
Rob Dunbar is the world's best history professor. And with good reason: he's been
alive for three thousand years, keeping his existence a secret since before the
days of Athens. But a stranger named Baxter has a better use for Rob's vast
expertise. Baxter's looking to found a mining company in the Asteroid Belt. In
exchange for Rob's help, he'll try to unravel the mystery of Rob's origin. As they're
getting their outfit off the ground, they come under covert attack by HemiCo, a
powerful Mars-based corporation. And Rob learns Baxter has a secret of his
own—he's not human. He's a highly illegal AI. Developed by HemiCo in the wilds of
Mars, the first AI escaped decades ago. They've been fighting a shadow war
against their creators ever since. Dragged to Mars, Rob is thrown into the center of
the fight—and becomes the unlikely leader of a revolution that will change the
course of human history amongst the stars. ~ Keywords: space opera, space
exploration, colonization, ai, artificial intelligence, spaceships
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The Heart of the Comet
Annotation Six essays discuss definitions and explanations of folklore, and methods
of teaching it. Then 15 additional essays explore Texas folklore related to such
topics as police burials, gang graffiti, fiddling, ghosts, dance halls, oil fields, spring
rituals, and the dialect spoken along the border between Texas and Mexico.
Numerous illustrations and black-and-white photographs. Annotation copyrighted
by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.

Rebel
Star Rigger's Way
The New Old Bar is a collection of 200 great classic cocktail recipes that takes the
fear out of entertaining and demystifies the party-throwing experience. Much more
than an assortment of vintage cocktails (plus 25 terrific small dishes to enjoy while
you drink them), The New Old Bar is a how-to manual on bringing mid-century
cocktail culture to your home bar. Authors Steve McDonagh and Dan Smith
comprise the Chicago restaurant and catering duo known as The Hearty Boys, who
were the winners of the very first series of The Next Food Network Star. The Hearty
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Boys have catered events for President Barack Obama, and they have fed notables
from Oprah Winfrey to Hillary Clinton. In this fun and beautifully photographed
book, McDonagh and Smith tell readers about the proper tools needed for hosting
successful cocktail parties, including vital information on bar setup, equipment
needs, and proper shaking and blending techniques. The Hearty Boys have
charmed the country with their breezy, insouciant take on food and entertaining,
and now they bring the same warmth, humor, and easy expertise to the world of
classic cocktails. Drink up!

Melt Down
First visible only as blips on a telescope image, teh discovery of objects
approaching from Jubiter sets humanity on edge.

The Play of Daniel Keyes' Flowers for Algernon
In upstate Idaho, Ness Hook is run out of his mom's house by his bullying brother
Shawn. In Redding, California, Tristan Carter is graduating college, but with no job
and no prospects, she'll have to move back in with her parents. Then the world
ends. After Ness discovers his best friend dead of disease, Shawn takes their family
to the mountains to wait out the plague. As Tristan's parents fall sick, she's left to
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care for her younger brother Alden. Both sets of siblings dig in for the long haul.
Humanity is reduced to splinters. And then the creatures who sent the virus appear
in the sky. Flushed from the mountains, Shawn and Ness join a tribe at a nuclear
power plant, where they plan to launch a guerrilla war against the invaders. In
California, Tristan and Alden are taken prisoner. Separated from her brother,
Tristan crosses the ruins of America to track him down. She will stop at nothing to
get Alden back--but her fellow survivors prove even more dangerous than the
monsters who broke the world. ~ Melt Down is the second book in the postapocalyptic Breakers series. The series to date includes Outcome, Breakers, Melt
Down, Knifepoint, Reapers, and Cut Off.

Frey
After a year of fighting across three different lands, Dante and Blays have finally
brought Gladdic to justice-and in the process, they've unleashed a horror beyond
all reckoning. The enemy is known as the White Lich. He is ancient. He is
immensely powerful. And Gladdic believes he will soon enslave all of Tanar Atain.
Their only chance to defeat him is to strike fast, before the lich has regained his
power. But attacking him directly would be suicide. Instead, Gladdic has an
alternative. Once upon a time, the lich was human, with a mortal body. Gladdic
believes that original body is still out there, hidden somewhere in the swamps. If
they can find it and kill it, then the lich should die with it. But if they fail, the White
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Lich will rip the souls from the people of Tanar Atain-and turn his gaze on the rest
of the world.

The Spear of Stars
Adrift in space! His shipmates dead, star rigger Gev Carlyle is adrift in the Flux, the
subjective hyperspace that carries ships between the stars. His lone companion,
and sole hope for survival, is a suicidal catlike alien named Cephean. Only a
compatible rigger team, their visions meshed in psychic unity, can safely harness
the turbulent currents of the Flux—and Carlyle's ship is sailing inexorably toward
the deadly maelstrom of the Hurricane Flume. For even a chance at survival, he
needs Cephean's help. But the price for that is a complete merging of minds and
memories. And Carlyle, at war with his own past, dreads that union more than
death itself. A grand space adventure, from the Nebula-nominated author of
Eternity’s End and The Chaos Chronicles. Reviews: “A novel of character-change,
maturation, abandonment of illusions and discovering-of-self . . . it’s an engaging
science fantasy and the novel will leave you saying to yourself, ‘Yeah!’” — Richard
E. Geis, Galaxy “Learning to communicate, to accept change, to understand the
past, to express intimacy become rites of passage for the human Gev Carlyle and
his felinoid cynthian crewmate Cephean.” —Publishers Weekly
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Outcome
Spanning 25 years of serious writing on hip-hop by noted scholars and mainstream
journalists, this comprehensive anthology includes observations and critiques on
groundbreaking hip-hop recordings.

Knifepoint
Once, Walt Lawson saved the world. Lately, he's lived in peaceful anonymity with
his girlfriend Carrie. This morning, she's been kidnapped. Walt has a single lead:
the van that took her. Its trail points him up the coast to San Jose, where survivors
have banded together against the gangs who've overrun the north. With the aid of
a local guide, Walt homes in on the kidnappers, who are days from shipping Carrie
far away. But Walt's past is about to crash down on his rescue plans. For six years,
Thom James has been on the hunt, blaming Walt for the death of his brother
Raymond. Now that Walt's come up for air, Thom finally has a lead—and he won't
stop until he's put Walt six feet underground. CAPTIVES is the sixth book in the
post-apocalyptic BREAKERS series.

The Pawnbroker
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Since the 1970s, FantasticLand has been the theme park where “Fun is
Guaranteed!” But when a hurricane ravages the Florida coast and isolates the
park, the employees find it anything but fun. Five weeks later, the authorities who
rescue the survivors encounter a scene of horror. Photos soon emerge online of
heads on spikes outside of rides and viscera and human bones littering the gift
shops, breaking records for hits, views, likes, clicks, and shares. How could a group
of survivors, mostly teenagers, commit such terrible acts? Presented as a factfinding investigation and a series of first-person interviews, FantasticLand pieces
together the grisly series of events. Park policy was that the mostly college-aged
employees surrender their electronic devices to preserve the authenticity of the
FantasticLand experience. Cut off from the world and left on their own, the
teenagers soon form rival tribes who viciously compete for food, medicine, social
dominance, and even human flesh. This new social network divides the ravaged
dreamland into territories ruled by the Pirates, the ShopGirls, the Freaks, and the
Mole People. If meticulously curated online personas can replace private identities,
what takes over when those constructs are lost? FantasticLand is a modern take on
Lord of the Flies meets Battle Royale that probes the consequences of a social
civilization built online. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and
Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers
interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy,
satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic
literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas,
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Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

Melt Down
Ronin
In the early 21st century, an alien attack drove humanity to the brink of extinction.
A thousand years after their defeat, the aliens haven't been seen since. Rada
Pence has spent the last three years driving carts for an independent mining crew.
Most likely, that's how she'll die, too. Then, deep beneath the ice of a Neptune
moon, her crew discovers a long-lost ship. If it's from Earth's first space age, it
would be worth millions. When they dig down to it, they discover it's not human-it's
alien. The discovery is priceless. But as they extract it from the ice, pirates
slaughter the mining crew and steal the vessel. Left for dead, Rada vows to reclaim
the ship and avenge her friends. But before that, she'll have to escape the moonand she has mere hours until her air runs out.
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Captives
A compilation of 3M voices, memories, facts and experiences from the company's
first 100 years.

What Lies Beyond
In 1986, Halley's Comet returned to our heavens for the first time in over seventyfive years. Heart of the Comet is the story of Halley's next return in the middle of
the twenty-first century, and of a daring mission to explore and colonize this icecovered wanderer. It is the thrilling saga of a multinational group of exiles who
discover the comet's astonishing secret - the secret that threatens their very
survival.

Extinct
The White Lich has conquered Tanar Atain.Soon, he means to take the entire
world. Dante suspects his next target will be Bressel, where the Tanarians have
established their court in exile. The only chance to stop the lich will be to forge a
fragile alliance between the bitter enemies of three different lands: Tanar Atain,
Mallon, and Narashtovik.The city stands on the brink of rebellion. Yet even if Dante,
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Blays, and Gladdic can unite it, they still might not have the strength to stand
against the army of the lich.One last hope may stop the coming destruction: the
legendary Spear of Stars. But the weapon was lost long ago. To find it again, they
may have to travel further than they've ever known.

Between the Cracks of History
Wes, finding himself between a rock and a hard place, had to make an impossible
decision, one he's not sure he can forgive himself for. In his journey to always
make the right choices, he risks his morals and the safety of those around him.
Knowing exactly how he got there and unable to change his decisions, he struggles
to keep going day by day.Lance and Henry weren't working alone, and as more of
the opposition group's actions are showing them to be as evil and twisted as they
first seemed. If that wasn't enough, Wes is betrayed by a friend.Not one for letting
others remain enslaved, Wes's group decides to go on the offensive. With time
running out, and dark forces moving on his family, he has to become more than a
simple moonshiner and occasional poacher. He has to survive what's to be some of
his darkest days and keep his humanity.With Raider being the only sane one left,
he must guide his human like he's never had to before.

Scapegoats of the Empire
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Dante and Blays have forced Gladdic from the Collen Basin. But the victory might
only be the first battle in a much larger war. With the land on the brink of
starvation and politically fractured, Dante and Blays scramble to secure Collen's
food, borders, and allies. Before their work is done, rumor arrives from Mallon. The
enemy is mustering for another attack. Even if Collen can weather the coming
storm, there's no guarantee their independence will last out the year. During a
border raid, Dante learns Gladdic has fled to the shadowy realm of Tanar Atain,
home of the Andrac. And what Gladdic returns with could tip the balance of power
forever. Set in a USA TODAY bestselling world, THE WOUND OF THE WORLD is the
third book in the Cycle of Galand.

Titans
In upstate Idaho, Ness Hook is run out of his mom's house by his bullying brother
Shawn. In Redding, California, Tristan Carter is graduating college, but with no job
and no prospects, she'll have to move back in with her parents. Then the world
ends. After Ness discovers his best friend dead of disease, Shawn takes their family
to the mountains to wait out the plague. As Tristan's parents fall sick, she's left to
care for her younger brother Alden. Both sets of siblings dig in for the long haul.
Humanity is reduced to splinters. And then the creatures who sent the virus appear
in the sky. Flushed from the mountains, Shawn and Ness join a tribe at a nuclear
power plant, where they plan to launch a guerrilla war against the invaders. In
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California, Tristan and Alden are taken prisoner. Separated from her brother,
Tristan crosses the ruins of America to track him down. She will stop at nothing to
get Alden back--but her fellow survivors prove even more dangerous than the
monsters who broke the world.

A Century of Innovation
Channel Two predicted a blanket of snow for Thanksgiving weekend--unusual, but
not alarming for the little Maine island. What comes is a blinding blizzard, and a
mass disappearance of nearly every person Robby Pierce knows. He and his family
flee, trying to escape the snow and the invisible forces stealing people right from
the street. Miles away, Brad Jenkins battles the same storm. Alone, he attempts to
survive as snow envelops his house. When the storm breaks, Brad makes his way
south to where the snow ends and the world lies empty. Join Brad, Robby, and the
other survivors as they fight to find the truth about the apocalypse and discover
how to live in their new world.

Lectures on Political Economy
Young Cally is an apprentice within the most unusual order of sorcerers in the
known world: the only one that forbids its members from using their powers to
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kill.Despite his lowly status, Cally's chosen by the Master of the Order to join a
delegation to see their allies the Lannovians. The meeting will be historic: sixty
years ago, the Order's enemies attacked them with a host of demons, forcing the
Order to trap the monsters inside their own citadel and seal it shut with
impenetrable wards. The trick worked so well the Order hasn't been able to get it
back open since. But the Lannovians may have just discovered a way.As the meet
unfolds, the Order's day of joy turns into a massacre. Cally and a grim soldier
named Rowe are the only two to make it out of the ambush alive. As they flee into
the wilds, they uncover a conspiracy that threatens to destroy everything Cally
holds dear-but in order to stop it, he may have to betray every one of the Order's
beliefs.THE SEALED CITADEL is the first in a new series following the rise of one of
the greatest sorcerers of the age.

That's the Joint!
Left as an emotional zombie after witnessing the murder of his family during the
Nazi Holocaust, a Harlem pawnbroker runs his shop as a front for organized crime

A Glossary of Literary Terms
In New York, Walt Lawson is about to lose his girlfriend Vanessa. In Los Angeles,
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Raymond and Mia James are about to lose their house. Within days, none of it will
matter. When Vanessa dies of the flu, Walt is devastated. But she isn't the last. The
virus quickly kills billions, reducing New York to an open grave and LA to a chaotic
wilderness of violence and fires. As Raymond and Mia hole up in an abandoned
mansion, where they learn to function without electricity, running water, or
neighbors, Walt begins an existential walk to LA, where Vanessa had planned to
move when she left him. He expects to die along the way. Months later, a massive
vessel appears above Santa Monica Bay. Walt is attacked by a crablike monstrosity
in a mountain stream. The virus that ended humanity wasn't created by humans. It
was inflicted from outside. The colonists who sent it are ready to finish the job--and
Earth's survivors may be too few and too weak to resist.

The Sealed Citadel
In the year 2010, an alien virus nearly wiped out the human race. A thousand years
later, mankind has recovered and ventured into space. There has been no sign of
the aliens since. Humanity remains confined to the Solar System. All that is about
to change. Mazzy Webber is a lowly janitor on a third-rate cargo ship. Deeply in
debt, when his captain decides to turn pirate, he leaps at the chance. A modern
Robin Hood—minus the part where he gives back to the poor—Webber lays down a
few ground rules. No attacking manned ships, and no stealing from anyone who
can't afford it. Within months, he and the crew are out of debt. Their next target
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will make them rich. But the attack goes all wrong. The target's cargo could be the
death of them—or it could be the key to reaching the stars. ~ From the author of
the bestselling BREAKERS novels, OUTLAW is the first book in a new series of
piracy, conspiracy, and space's deadliest janitor.

Outlaw
Alphabetically arranged and followed by an index of terms at the end, this handy
reference of literary terms is bound to be of invaluable assistance to any student of
English literature.

The Wound of the World
Warrior faery princes can be very stubborn. Especially when they possess your
body. Fourteen-year-old Finn just wants to keep his little sister out of Child
Protective Services—an epic challenge with their parentally-missing-in-action dad
moving them to England, near the famous Stonehenge rocks. Warrior faery Prince
Zaneyr just wants to escape his father’s reckless plan to repair the Rift—a
catastrophe that ripped the faery realm from Earth 4,000 years ago and set it
adrift in an alternate, timeless dimension. When Zaneyr tricks Finn into swapping
places, Finn becomes a bodiless soul stuck in the Otherworld, fighting spriggans
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with sharp teeth and rival faery Houses. Back on Earth, Zaneyr uses Finn’s body to
fight off his father’s seekers and keep the king’s greatest weapon—himself—out of
his hands. Between them, they have two souls and only one body… and both
worlds to save before the dimensional window between them slams shut. Faery
Swap is an action and druid-magic filled portal fantasy, told by both a runaway
faery prince and the boy he’s tricked into taking his place. This Prince and the
Pauper meets Warrior Faeries tale is suitable for all ages. Includes four interior
illustrations. KEYWORDS: middle grade fantasy, sword, sorcery, magic, quest,
action, adventure, preteen

FantasticLand
As an agent of the Department of Advance Analysis, she's one of a handful of
people who knows about the spread of a new virus—one she believes will wipe out
mankind. With her bosses in denial, she flies to New York to get her ex-fiance Chip
to safety. But he's already been scooped up and quarantined—and so has his
adopted daughter. Pursued by her own agency, Ellie will stop at nothing to break
Chip out before the virus claims them all. Outcome is a novella set at the beginning
of the post-apocalyptic BREAKERS series. Other books include Breakers, Melt
Down, Knifepoint, Reapers, and Cut Off. Keywords: free, freebie, free science
fiction, post apocalyptic, post apocalyptic fiction, sci fi, adventure
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Faery Swap
The war in Georgia. Tensions with Ukraine and other nearby countries. Moscow's
bid to consolidate its "zone of privileged interests" among the Commonwealth of
Independent States. These volatile situations all raise questions about the nature
of and prospects for Russia's relations with its neighbors. In this book, Carnegie
scholar Dmitri Trenin argues that Moscow needs to drop the notion of creating an
exclusive power center out of the post-Soviet space. Like other former European
empires, Russia will need to reinvent itself as a global player and as part of a wider
community. Trenin's vision of Russia is an open Euro-Pacific country that is savvy
in its use of soft power and fully reconciled with its former borderlands and
dependents. He acknowledges that this scenario may sound too optimistic but
warns that the alternative is not a new version of the historic empire but instead is
the ultimate marginalization of Russia.

Breakers
When everyone reads minds, a secret is a dangerous thing to keep. Sixteen-yearold Kira Moore is a zero, someone who can't read thoughts or be read by others.
Zeros are outcasts who can't be trusted, leaving her no chance with Raf, a regular
mindreader and the best friend she secretly loves. When she accidentally controls
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Raf's mind and nearly kills him, Kira tries to hide her frightening new ability from
her family and an increasingly suspicious Raf. But lies tangle around her, and she's
dragged deep into a hidden underworld of mindjackers, where having to mind
control everyone she loves is just the beginning of the deadly choices before her.
MINDJACK: KIRA Open Minds (Book 1) Closed Hearts (Book 2) Free Souls (Book 3)
Mindjack Short Story Collection (Book 4) MINDJACK: ZEPH Locked Tight (Book 1)
Cracked Open (Book 2) Broken Wide (Book 3) The Locksmith (Book 4) FORMATS
AND TRANSLATIONS Mindjack available in ebook, print, audiobook, French and
German LIVE ACTION TRAILER Voted Best Trailer at the 2014 Illinois International
Film Festival and one of 50 Most Cinematic Trailers Ever Made – check it out at
Susan’s website. KEYWORDS: young adult science fiction, young adult dystopian,
teen science fiction, cyberpunk, action and adventure, genetic engineering, postapocalyptic, metaphysical and visionary, young adult free books, young adult
science fiction, young adult books free, dystopian books free, dystopian novels
free, science fiction free
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